KRAUS NOLEN™ SINGLE HANDLE
PULL DOWN KITCHEN FAUCET WITH
DUAL FUNCTION SPRAYHEAD IN
ALL-BRITE™ SPOT FREE STAINLESS
STEEL FINISH
IN STOCK
The Nolen™ pull down faucet has a striking design with sweeping
lines and soft curves that are sure to inspire. The dual-function
pull-down sprayhead with a flexible hose and swivel adaptor
offers unparalleled range of motion all around the sink
Finish

Spot Free
Stainless Steel

Chrome/White

Spot Free Matte
Black

DESCRIPTION

Transform your kitchen with the sweeping lines and soft curves of the eye-catching Nolen™ faucet. The contemporary design of
this pull-down faucet features a dual-function sprayhead with rocker switch, allowing you to easily switch between aerated stream
and powerful rinsing spray. A flexible nylon hose with swivel adaptor offers unparalleled range of motion and effortless movement
all around the sink. Soft rubber nozzles make the sprayface easy to clean and maintain a lasting powerful flow. An optional deck
plate (included with purchase) allows you to install this single handle faucet with a 1, 2, or 3-hole sink. Available in all-Brite™ Spot
Free Stainless Steel finish, which helps to prevent fingerprints and requires less cleaning
Benefits & Features
Faucet Height: 16 3/8"
Modern Kitchen Style: Contemporary design features sweeping lines and soft curves that really make a statement
Convenient Size will fit underneath most kitchen cabinets while providing more space over the sink
Dual-Function Sprayhead offers aerated stream for everyday cleaning and powerful spray for heavy-duty rinsing
Pull-Down System with Reach™ Technology: State-of-the-art spout, swivel sprayhead connector, and counterweight offer
frictionless performance. Sprayhead moves effortlessly to flex, pivot, stretch, and easily glide back into the spout
Secure Docking Mechanism: Sprayhead securely clicks into place, with no drooping over time. Under-sink counterweight offers
smooth retraction and a stable hold
Sprayer Hose Length 18" when fully extended from spout, allowing you to easily reach inside and outside of the sink
all-Brite™ Spot Free Stainless Steel Finish prevents water spots and fingerprints; requires less cleaning, with no need to wipe
faucet after each use
Built For Long-Lasting Performance: Durable metal construction with lead-free waterway and ceramic cartridge for lifelong leakfree performance
High Arc Spout offers more workspace over the sink to conveniently accommodate your largest cookware
Faucet Swivels 360º for complete kitchen sink access
Easy-Clean Silicone Spray Nozzles: A simple swipe of the finger removes mineral deposits and hard water build-up, for a lasting
powerful flow
Smart Single Handle Design: Handle operates with a 90º forward rotation, allowing for installation in tighter spaces with no
backsplash clearance needed
Easy-to-Use Single Lever design offers precise control of water temperature and volume
Eco-Friendly Faucet: Water-saving aerator reduces water waste without sacrificing pressure by providing an efficient 1.8 gpm flow
rate
Optional Deck Plate Included: Allows you to install this single handle faucet on a 1, 2, or 3-hole sink.
Installation-Ready: For your convenience, faucet comes with waterlines and all mounting hardware included
Lifetime Warranty: Faucets are covered by warranty on finish and function, ensuring your satisfaction for years to come
Certifications: cUPC (UPC&CSA), NSF/ANSI Standard 61 certified by IAPMO, NSF/ANSI Standard 372 certified by IAPMO, AB1953,
EPA, CALGreen, MASS, FTC, DOE, CEC and ADA
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

COLLECTION NAME

Nolen™

MATERIAL

Metal

SPOUT SWIVEL (DEGREES)

360

NUMBER OF SPRAY SETTINGS

2

FAUCET TYPE

Pull Down

WIDTH

3.90

FAUCET HEIGHT (INCHES)

16.40

SPOUT REACH (INCHES)

9.00

SPOUT HEIGHT (INCHES)

9.00

FAUCET HOLES / HOLES REQUIRED

1.00

FLOW RATE (GPM)

1.80

HOSE LENGTH

0.00

HEIGHT

16.40

FAUCET CERTIFICATIONS

cUPC (UPC & CSA), NSF/ANSI Standard 61 certified by IAPMO, NSF/ANSI Standard 372
certified by IAPMO, MASS, DOE, CEC and ADA compliant

WARRANTY

Limited Lifetime

CALIFORNIA COMPLIANCE

California Compliance

HANDLE CLEARANCE (INCHES)

0.00

MAX DECK THICKNESS

2.00
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